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P A R K  C I T Y ’ S

What’s setting Dressed 
Design apart these days 

isn’t the life-size brass Great 
Dane statue in the showroom or 
the cosmopolitan designers who 
keep their eyes on trends the 
world over.

With supply chains still bogged 
down in the second year of the 
pandemic, Dressed Design’s 
clients aren’t waiting for 
furniture or materials sitting on 
a container ship outside the Port 
of Long Beach.

“We are not only a design 
company, but a custom 
furnishings manufacturing group, 
all U.S. made and delivered in 

less than 40 days, which is vital 
and unprecedented right now,” 
said President and Founder Beth 
Ann Shepherd.

The Main Street storefront is the 
tip of an iceberg that includes 
three different workshops that 
manufacture furniture and are 

even serving other design groups 
caught up in delays.

She said the pandemic has made 
people appreciate time spent 
indoors with family.

“Home is cool again,” she said.

Shepherd described her firm 
as edgy and chic, providing 
an alternative to traditional 
ski cabin design and fueled 
by jet-setting associates who 
collectively speak five languages.

“If you want brown on brown 
with the brown thrown in, I can 
give you a million other people,” 
she said.
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Paula Berg Design 
Associates

1816 Prospector Square Walkway #200
435-655-9443   <>   paulabergdesign.com

Paula Berg Design Associates has won 
numerous awards from the American Society 
of Interior Designers, according to its 
website, and Berg says what distinguishes her 
is her ability to listen to clients to develop 
an understanding of what their home should 
look like.

The firm is often brought in to a project in its 
early stages to inform material choices, and it 
prides itself on paying attention to the finest 
detail.

“That makes the difference between a 
designed house and a designed home,” the 
website states.

Poison creek 
furniture and 
design

1255 Iron Horse Drive   <>   435-655-4339 
poisoncreekfurnitureanddesign.com

Operating out of a large showroom near the 
creek that inspired its name, Poison Creek 
Furniture and Design offers custom home 
design and decor from “mountain to modern,” 
according to its website.

“We offer furniture for every space, and our 
design staff is on hand to help guide you through 
the design process, from picking the right fabric 
for your lifestyle, to perfectly placing all of your 
furniture in your home,” the firm states. “We 
love obsessing over the details, listening to your 
needs, and getting everything just right.”
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